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parades would be the order of the day and the details would appear
in the American press, conveying an impression of political bally-
hoo. I want to stave this whole thing off if it can possibly be done
without risk of grave irritation here. At the very least it will have to
be reduced to the utmost simplicity—no waving of flags, no students'
parades, no speeches save that of Count Kaneko and Captain Turner's
brief reply, and I shall have to be given explicit assurances on these
points if I am to permit the officers and men of the Astoria to attend.
The matter is of prime importance ; I want only good results to
accrue from our Government's gesture in sending Saito's ashes
home on an American cruiser—good results both in Japan and at
home—and in this I am between the devil and the deep sea* It is
not an easy problem. But it seems to me that the least the Japanese
can do to show appreciation of our gesture is to receive it in the
spirit in which it was made, and in no other spirit.
AMBASSADOR SAITO'S ASHES ARRIVE IN JAPAN
April 17, 1939
The big day, and a day which neither Alice nor I shall ever forget,
for it was replete with impressiveness and deep emotion, I placed
our flag at half-mast. The Astoria arrived with the ashes of the late
Ambassador Saito, and at 1.30 the ceremony of receiving the ashes
was carried out at the Yamashita Pier at Yokohama. On the dot
of the hour set, the launch put off from the Astoria, accompanied by
minute guns from the Astoria and the Japanese cruiser near by.
(Alice had gone to see Mrs. Saito yesterday; she is a wonderful
person, and we intensely admired the splendid way in which she bore
up with grace and dignity throughout these two toying days.)
When the American sailors carried the little Japanese shrine
containing the urn and ashes ashore, we all formed a procession
and marched to the larger shrine erected on the pier where, in a brief,
dignified, and most impressive exchange of speeches, Sawada, chair-
man of the reception committee, accepted the ashes from Captain
Turner of the Astoria. Then we all went into the shrine and bowed
in turn and the funeral procession formed and marched through the
streets of Yokohama, deeply lined with people, to the funeral train
drawn up on another pier, the guard of honour being composed
both of American and Japanese sailors and a Japanese band playing
the Chopin funeral march.
The President's wreath was carried first, then the Foreign Minister's,
and then mine, the American ones, of course, in the hands of the
American sailors. The American community was represented, at
my instance, by Bishop Reifsnider, Dick Andrews, and Dr. Iglehart,
three of the oldest residents in Japan. Captain Bemis acted as my
aide. The solemnity of the occasion and the absolute precision of
every move in the carefully prepared programme were tremendously
impressive.

